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0. INTRODUCTION 
By definition, two homeomorphisms f0 ,fi : X + Y are isotopic if there is a homotopy 
H : X x [0, l] + Y such that each map H, = H I X x {t} is a homeomorphism and Hi =f;: 
for i = 0,l; if X is a locally compact Hausdorff space then the map 
H, :X x [0, l] + Y x [0, 1) defined by H, (x, t) = (H(x, t), t) is a homeomorphism. Two 
homeomorphismsfO,fi as above are said to be pseudo-isotopic if there is a homeomorphism 
H, :X x [0, l] + Y x [0, l] such that H, (x, i) = (h(x), i) for i = 0,l; thus isotopy implies 
pseudo-isotopy for reasonable spaces. The concept of isotopy formalizes some basic 
intuitive concepts of topology (cf. [12, p. 1771). On the other hand, the weaker concept of 
pseudo-isotopy turns out to be considerably more tractable (e.g. see Cl]), and it is a reason- 
able substitute for isotopy in many situations (in particular, [12, Theorem 8.2.3, p. 1851 
remains valid if one replaces “isotopic” by “pseudo-isotopic”; cf. [ 19, paragraph 5.4, p. 540, 
and the discussion on p. 5231). It is also known that pseudo-isotopy implies isotopy for 
homeomorphisms of simply connected manifolds in all dimensions greater than three (see 
c7, 23, 241). 
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate a previously undetected phenomenon in the 
topology of 3-dimensional manifolds. Namely, we show that on closed (reducible) 3- 
manifolds there exist homeomorphisms that are pseudo-isotopic, but not isotopic, to the 
identity. Detailed statements are given at the end of the Introduction. 
In higher dimensions there are systematic families of pseudo-isotopic but not isotopic 
homeomorphisms. For example, such homeomorphisms exist on the n-dimensional torus 
T” for all n 2 4 (see [7, 13, 161). The construction of these examples depends on the 
complicated and powerful algebraic machinery developed by Hatcher and Wagoner [9]; 
(also see [14]). In fact, the known constructions of pseudo-isotopic but no isotopic 
homeomorphisms generally involve some substantial algebraic input (e.g. see [ 13, 27, lo]). 
The adaptability of this input to the 3-dimensional case is at best problematic, and hence 
our approach to the relation beween pseudo-isotopy and isotopy problem is different from 
those employed in the papers cited. 
For large classes of closed irreducible 3-manifolds it is already known that homotopic 
homeomorphisms are isotopic (references for many cases are collected in [17], Section 1) 
and well-known geometrization conjectures in the theory of 3-manifolds imply this is true 
for arbitrary irreducible 3-manifolds. Thus it is not surprising that our examples involve 
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reducible 3-manifolds. The existence of homeomorphisms homotopic but not isotopic to the 
identity on reducible 3-manifolds was already observed by Friedman and Witt [5]; this was 
based on earlier results due to Ivanov [15] and Hendriks [ll]; also see Remark 2.2. In 
contrast, the existence proof for pseudo-isotopic but not isotopic homeomorphisms com- 
bines the results of Ivanov, low-dimensional results of Hatcher [8], computations in the 
Barratt-Federer spectral sequences for the homotopy groups of certain equivariant func- 
tion spaces, some stable homotopy theoretic formulas for normal invariants, and our earlier 
results on classifying 4-dimensional s-cobordisms [17, IS] (and, through the latter, the 
visible algebraic L-theory of Weiss [30]; the relevance of [30] to such questions was 
established in earlier work of Cappell and Shanesoon [2]). 
Since standard geometrization results for l- and 2-manifolds how that pseudo-isotopy 
implies isotopy in these dimensions and pseudo-isotopy does not imply isotopy in dimen- 
sions greater than three, the results of this paper complete our understanding of dimensions 
for which pseudo-isotopy implies isotopy in the topological category. 
We now give detailed statements of our results. Let M3 be a closed 3-dimensional 
manifold and let M. = M3 - Int D3, where D3 c M3 is a 3-dimensional disk embedded in 
M3. A metacyclic prism manifold is a 3-dimensional spherical space form whose fundamental 
group is properly metacyclic (i.e. nonabelian with a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup). Most of this 
paper is directed towards the proof of the following result: 
THEOREM. Let M3 = S3/r be a a metacyclic prism manifold. Then M,, admits a homeo- 
morphism that is pseudo-isotopic but not isotopic (relaMo = Sz) to the identity. 
Examples of pseudo-isotopic but not isotopic homeomorphisms also exist on closed 
3-manifolds. In particular, our main theorem and the results of [8] yield the following 
conclusion: 
COROLLARY. If M3 and N3 are metacyclic prism manifolds, then the connected sum 
M3 # N3 admits homeomorphisms that are pseudo-isotopic but not isotopic to the identity. 
In both cases the homeomorphisms are the examples considered by Friedman and Witt 
PI. 
1. NORMAL INVARIANTS AND HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF FUNCTION SPACES 
This section contains computations of the normal invariant for self-homotopy equiva- 
lences of MO x I where M is a 3-dimensional spherical space form and M,, is M with the 
interior of a closed disk removed. These computations are needed for the proof of Theorem 
2.1. 
Let [E(Mo/aMo); G/TOP] x H3(MO/aMO; Z) 0 H’(Mo/aMo; Z,) x Z 0 Z2 be the 
relative normal cobordism group of M,, x I, let MS be the covering of M,-, associated to 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of I, and let fi, be obtained by adjoining cones to all but one 
component of aM6, which is a disjoint union of /r/r,1 copies of S2; by construction tic, is 
a space form with the interior of a closed disk removed. In analogy with the preceding 
observation we have 
p(MyaM,*); G/TOP] z [qSf,~aB,); G/TOP] = z 0 z2. (*) 
Take Aut(Mo) to be the space of self-maps of MO that are the inclusions on the boundary 
aMo and define Aut(fii,) similarly. Our first result shows that some elements of 
zi(Aut(fi,,)) will have nontrivial normal invarians. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. There exists an element o! E n1 (Aut(fi,, &id)) such that the normal 
invariant of a represents the nontrivial element of order two in the decomposition (*). 
Proof. We begin by summarizing the necessary background information. In the case 
under discussion the exact surgery sequence in four-dimensional topological surgery for 
manifolds with small fundamental groups (cf. [3, [4, Theorem 14E.4, p. 2101) takes the 
following form: 
.** + LS,(Zpc) ‘, s,,,,,(fi,;a&) “_, [c(fi,/&,); G/TOP] % L”,(Z,k). 
Standard considerations (e.g. see [28, Section lo]) imply that the objects in this part of the 
surgery sequence are all groups and the maps are all homomorphisms. 
We shall also need an exact sequence for concordance homotopy groups from 
[l, Theorem 3.3.2, p. 151. In this sequence all homotopy groups are based at the identity and 
everything is relative to the boundary a&, = S2. 
I.. -, 7c1(TOP;tiio) 2 7c,(Aut&f,) “llr, x,(Aut;TOP;&,) dl 
+ nO(TOP; fi,,) “olr, n,,(Aut fi,). 
The groups ni(TOP;fiO) in the above sequence are the so-called concordance homotopy 
groups and as before Aut &f, is the space of self-homotopy equivalences of a0 which are 
equal to the identity on a&f, = S2. 
One of the main themes of [l] is the analysis of a canonical homomorphism 
$:nl(Aut;TOPXo) + S~,TOP(XO,~X,) 
where X0 is a compact topological manifold with boundary. The central result is that 4 is 
bijective if dim X 2 5 (cf. [l, Lemma 3.5.12, p. 671) and injective in other cases [l, Lemma 
3.6.10, p. 671. The results of [3, 41 imply that 4 is also bijective if dim X = 4 but is not 
necessarily surjective if dim X = 3 and ai is small (cf. [ 173). 
It follows immediately that the composite 
q(&fO):xl(Aut&flo) + Irl(Aut;TOP;i’&) + S,,,o,(&,,&,) 
--t [~(fi,Ja&,); G/TOP] 
is a homomorphism. 
The proof of Proposition 1.1 now proceeds as follows: The Sylow 2-subgroup of r 
is cyclic and hence isomorphic to Z2k for some k 2 1. Note that L;(Z2r) = 0 and L”,(Z2k) 
is torsion free by [29, Corollary 3.3.3). It follows that there is an element fi 
in S,,,,(fi,;Jfi,,) such that ~(/3’) maps nontrivially to the copy of Z2 in the decom- 
position (*). 
Let f : ( W, 8 W) + (&f. x I; i?(fi, x I)) be an element representing /?‘. We can assume that 
f is the identity on the boundary of W. By gluing a copy of D3 x Z (along the identity on 
S2 x I) to W one obtains an h-cobordism between two copies of fi. Such an h-cobordism is 
homeomorphic to a product by Theorem 2.1 in [17]. It follows that each (W, 8W) is 
obtained from the product &I x I by removing a locally flat arc joining the two boundary 
components. It turns out that such an arc is always ambient isotopic (rel a) to one which is 
represented by a PL embedding of Z in &f x Z (see [22]). Also, any two such PL arcs that 
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determine the same element in x1(& x I; a(& x I)) must be isotopic by a general position 
argument. Consequently (IV, 8 IV) is homeomorphic to (fi, x I, a(fii, x I)) and hencefcan 
be taken to be self-homotopy equivalence of &f, x I that is a homeomorphism on 
A, x (0, l}. This means that either /? is the normal invariant for an element of rcl(Aut(&fi,)) 
or else the identity on fir, is homotopic (rel d = S’) but not topologically pseudo-isotopic to 
some self-homeomorphism of fi,,. However, the latter is impossible by Theorem 3.2 in 
I31 0 
The main objective of the remainder of this section is to prove that the above result 
remains true when &Z, is replaced by MO: 
THEOREM 1.2. There exists an element /I E xl(Aut(Mo)) w h ose normal invariant represents 
the unique element of order two in [X(Mo/8MO); G/TOP] x Z 0 Z2. 
Proof: The homotopy self-equivalences of (S’ x M,,; S’ x 8Mo) determined by elements 
of rri(Aut(M,)) are stably tangential in that the pullback of the stable tangent bundle of the 
codomain is the stable tangent bundle of the domain (see [21] for more information on this 
concept). In particular, this implies that the normal invariant of a homotopy self-equiva- 
lence defined by a class /3 E xl(Aut(M,)) has a canonical ifting to the stable cohomotopy 
group {EM,;S”} with respect o the mapping 
{C MO; So} + [C MO; G/TOP] 
associated to the canonical “projection” G + G/TOP (by the Square Lemma the displayed 
mapping is a homomorphism). We shall begin by recalling a formula for the lifting of the 
normal invariant (cf. [17]). Represent /3 by a self-map f: S’ x Mo/8Mo + S’ x Mo/8Mo. 
Taking S-duals produces a stable map 
(S’ A MO)+ 8’ (S’ A MO)+. 
Then the composition 
S’ A MO CI (S’ A MO)+ 8’ (S’ A MO)+ 5 So 
where so :(S’ A MO)+ = S’ A MO u So + So, represents the canonical ifting of the nor- 
mal invariant of /I to {Z MO; So}. All this can be done relative to the boundry aMo, and 
hence the lifting of the normal invariant of /.I lies in [X(Mo/8Mo); G/TOP]). 0 
At this point we shall apply the Barratt-Federer spectral sequence converging to the 
homotopy groups n*(Aut(Mo)). As noted in [25, Theorem 1.1 and Remark 4, p. 511 the E2 
term of this sequence is given (up to isomorphism) by 
H’(M;x,(Mo)) = ET 1.2 
@(M;~Q(Mo)) = EZ-2.3 
H3(M; Q(Mo)) = Et 3.4 
where the coefficients are twisted by the usual action of nl(Mo) z n,(M) on the higher 
homotopy groups. Our first step in analyzing the normal invariants of classes in the 
fundamental group xl (Aut(M,)) is to show that the classes in the bottom filtration make no 
contribution. 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Every class in xl(Aut(MO, relfiid)) that comes from IF’~,~ in the 
preceding spectral sequence has a trivial normal invariant. 
Note that EOD3,4 is a quotient of Et 3,4 because Ez,, = 0 for s I - 4. 
Proof: The classes in question are geometrically obtained as follows: 
sl x MO “pinch” f (S’ x M,) ” 634 id + y , S’xMO 
where “pinch” is a map given by collapsing the boundary of a smoothly embedded D4 in the 
interior of S’ x M0 to a point, and y : S4 + S’ x M,, corresponds to some class in 7r4(M0). 
Standard duality considerations imply that the normal invariant of this composition is 
given by the S-dual of the induced map S’ x M + S’ x M. We claim that this map is stably 
homotopic to the identity and thus has the trivial normal invariant. Indeed, the stable 
difference between this map and the identity is carried by S4 + M0 + M. But M, is 
homotopy equivalent o a wedge of (1 rl - 1) two-spheres, each of which is homotopically 
trivial in M. Hence the canonical ifting of the normal invariant is stably homotopic to the 
identity as claimed. 0 
The next result analyze the situation for Et 2,3. Given a finite complex X we shall denote 
the stable homotopy group (Sq, X}:= lim, K~+~(Z~ X) by n:(X). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Everything in the kernel of 
a&:H2(M;x3(M,,)) + H2(M;7cS,(MO)) 
has trivial normal invariant. 
Proo$ First note that everything in E? 2,3 survives to the EO02,3 term; this follows 
immediately because E,, 2 = 0 ifs # - 1, - 2, - 3. The previous considerations imply that 
the normal invariant only depends upon the class in n, (Aut(C’ M, id)). Let M, be universal 
covering space. Then there is an isomorphism (cf. [25, p. 561) 
Aut,(M,) “-, Aut(M,) 
where Aut,-(Mo; rel a) is the space of r-equivariant self-maps of i@, that are the identity on 
the boundary. This implies that we can factor the suspension as follows: 
Aut(M,) “, Aut&&,) “, 1.. 
. . . 5 Autr(DkxMO/Sk-‘xM0;relImage8(DkxM0)-% Aut(ZkM). 
Here the map A is given by crossing with the identity and collapsing Sk-l x MO, and B is 
given by further collapsing and projection onto Ck M. 
It turns out that a Barratt-Federer spectral sequence xists for the third term in the 
sequence above even though r does not act freely there. Such spectral sequences exist 
essentially because all maps are essentially left fixed on the non-free part of the r-action (e.g. 
see [26]). 
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Both A and B induce homomorphisms on the appropriate spectral sequences. The 
Ef,,-level maps associated to these morphisms are given, respectively, by the coefficient 
homomorphisms 
7rq(fig) + @2k~kn;i,) x 7cS(n;i,) 
Let u be a class in the kernel of the homomorphism in Proposition 1.4. Then 
u E E& z EC02,3 and since the map A is trivial (on the E:,,-term), the filtration in the 
spectral sequence drops and the class u is sent to a class of bidegree ( - 3,4) in the 
corresponding spectral sequence. Since the map B is also trivial on the Ei,,-level and the 
filtration cannot drop any lower we conclude that the class u goes to zero in 
rrl(Aut(Zk M; id)) and hence must have a trivial normal invariant. 0 
Remark. Analogs of Propositions 1.3 and 1.4 also hold for &f in place of M. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 we must take a closer look at the relation 
between the Barratt-Federer spectral sequences for Aut(MO) and Aut(fio). If X,, is either 
MO or tic, let E:,,(X,) be the term in the appropriate Barratt-Federer spectral sequence and 
let F,,(X,) be the subgroup of rrr,+,(Aut(X,)) consisting of all elements of filtration I s; by 
construction the terms of this filtration are zero if s < - dim X,, and the entire homotopy 
group if s 2 0. 
There is a canonical map 
r : Aut(M,,) + Aut(fiO) 
given by passing to covering spaces and attaching cones along all boundary components 
except one. On the spectral sequence level this corresponds to 
H-‘(M;nj(MO)) 0’ H-‘(G; nj(MO)) + H-‘(6; Zj(A?o)) 
where the map from Zj(Mo) z Zj(AJo) to Xj(Kfo) x Xj (universal covering A,) is given by 
attaching cones to appropriate boundary components of a#,-, (which is a disjoint union of 
spheres). 
Let a E r~r(Aut(&~, rely?; id)) be an element with nontrivial normal invariant. The 
preceding discussion implies that a satisfies one of the following with respect to the 
Barratt-Federer spectral sequence: 
(a) a has filtration - 2 and determines a nontrivial element of 
E”;,3 x E?2,3 = @(M; ~3@40))(2) 
that maps nontrivially under the coefficient homomorphism 
Hz@; n,(~O)),,, + H2@i; 76@0))(2) 
defined by passage to stable homotopy. 
(b) a determines a nontrivial element of 
E”Ol.2 x Kerneld? 1,2 = H’ W; ~204oNc2,. 
In the preceding statements (...)C2) denotes localization at 2. Recall that E?2,* = EZ2,* and 
Ef,, = ESg; for s = - 1 or - 3 because the terms of the spectral sequence are nontrivial 
onlyif -31~5 -1. 
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The most crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is to show that all elements atisfying 
(a) or(b) must come from corresponding pieces of the Barratt-Federer spectral sequence for 
M. This depends upon the following four propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. The map 
H’W; 7~2@4o))c2, 
1 
-+ H’(M; 712@40h2) 
is an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. The spectral sequence differentials d? 1,2(M)C2) and d? 1,2(A?)C2, have 
kernels that are isomorphic under the homomorphism induced by the natural projection 
M + M. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. 7’he map 
H2(M; d(Mo))c2, + H2(fii; 7afioNc2, 
is an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. The map 
H2 (M; 713(Mo)k21 -+ H2(M; 7$@40))(2) 
is onto and likewise with ii? replacing M. 
Proofs that Propositions 1.5-1.8 imply Theorem 1.2. Let q(fio) be the homomorphism 
considered in the proof of Proposition 1.1, and define q(M,) similarly with MO replacing 
fro. It is an elementary exercise to verify that the following diagram is commutative: 
n1 (Aut(fio)) 9( [Z(fio/&o); G/TOP] 
1 T* 1 proj.* 
zl(Aut(MO)) 9( Cx (MolaMo); G/TOP1 
Suppose first that the class a from Proposition 1.1 satisfies condition (a). Let c(a) # 0 be 
the image of a in E’E’2,3(&fo). By Propositions 1.7 and 1.8 there is a class x E E?2,J(MO) 
whose image in E?,,,(M,) is equal to c(a) + y where y E Kernel G?~,~(M~) and a:,, is given 
as in Proposition 1.4. As noted earlier there are permanent cycles in the appropriate spectral 
sequences that project to x and y, and these correspond, respectively, to classes 
x* E F_,(n,(Aut(Mo)) and y* E F_,(n,(Aut(fi,)); it follows that t*(x*) = a + y* + z 
where z has filtration I - 3. Since y* and z lie in the kernel of q(&f,) by the extensions of 
Propositions 1.4 and 1.3 to &f. (see the remark following the proof of Proposition 1.4) we 
conclude that q(fio)(r,(x*)) = q@,)(a) h as order 2. A chase of the diagram preceding this 
paragraph now shows that q(tio)(r,(x*)) # 0. To see that this class has order two, it 
suffices to observe that the class is torsion, and the latter assertion follows because the 
codomain of q(M,) is isomorphic to Z 0 Z2 and the infinite cyclic summand maps 
nontrivially into the appropriate Wall group (remember it is detected by the signature). This 
completes the proof in case (a). 
Suppose now that the class a from Proposition 1.1 satisfies condition (b). Let c(a) # 0 be 
the image of a in E’?,,,(&f,). By Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 there is a class w E JY~,~(M~) 
whose image in E?,,,(&fo) is equal to c(a). If w* E nl(Aut(Mo)) corresponds to w, then 
r.+(w*) - a E F_,(n,(Aut(fio)), and the argument of the preceding paragraph shows that 
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z*(w*) - a = r*(x*) + y* + z where y E Kernelo?2,3(MO) and z has filtration I - 3. 
Similarly, the arguments of the preceding paragraph now also extend to show that q(fi,) 
(r*(w*) - cx) = q(fi,,) (z,(x*)), so that 
(proj.)* 040) (w* - x*) = q(Qo)(cr) # 0 
and that q(&fo)(t,(w*) - r*(x*)) has order two. 0 
We now turn to the proofs of Propositions 1.5-1.8. 
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Let AM and An be the integral group rings of rc,(M) and 
rrr(fi), respectively. The map in Proposition 1.5 has a straightforward algebraic description. 
To explain this, first note that rr2(MO) E AM/Z where the copy of Z c AM is given by the 
trace, and similarly for &I,. Let 
4:A,/Z -+ As/Z 
be the Aa-module homomorphism that sends [g] to itself if g E rc, (hi) and [g] to 0 other- 
wise. Then the homomorphism in Proposition 1.5 is given by the composition 
restriction of 
Hl (M; A,,zJ module structure 
+ H’ (hi; AM/Z) 2 H’(fi; As/Z). 
Consider now the following commutative diagram: 
trace 
0 + z - AM -, Am/Z + 0 
Viewing the above diagram as a diagram of coefficients, we obtain a commutative diagram 
of long exact cohomology sequences. The map 
H*(M Z),,, -+ H*(fii; Z),,, 
is an isomorphism, and 
H’(M; free) z H2(M; free) z 0 
because H*(M; Z[r]) x H*(h;j = S3; Z). Substitution of this into the long exact sequence 
diagram readily yields the conclusion in Proposition 1.5. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.7. We start by recalling that $(M) x (A, 0 Z2)/Z2. The proof of 
Proposition 1.7 resembles the proof of Proposition 1.5. One uses a corresponding diagram 
(mod 2) of coefficients and applies it to a long exact cohomology sequence 
0=HZ(M;A~@Z2) + H2(M;AM @ Z,/Z,) + H’(M; Z,) t, H2(M;Z2) 
1 1” 1 ;* 1 
0 = H’(ti;Afi @ Z,) + H’(&f;Aa 0 Z,/Z,) --) H2(4Z2) - H’(&f;Z,) 
Both maps t, and f., are trivial (the group r and its Sylow 2-subgroup have even order) and 
hence the map 4 must be an isomorphism. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.8. We shall give the proof only for the manifold M. The case of 
&i can be derived in exactly the same way. 
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Let Kr be the kernel of n&V,) -+ n:(M,). By the Hilton-Milnor theorem the subgroup 
Kr is generated by Whitehead products. In fact, if SP’T is the symmetric square of r (with 
associated action of IJ then there is a short exact sequence of r-modules 
0 + Lo -+ z[sPrI + zcr -+ 0 
where Lr has rank Ir(. Geometrically one can realize this sequence as follows. The universal 
cover a, has the homotopy type of a wedge of (Irl - 1) 2-spheres. Let W be a union of Irl 
2-spheres and a cone over r, identified at the north poles of the spheres. Since a$, consists 
of Irl copies of S2 then there is a canonical map W -+ fi,, which is I--equivariant up to 
homotopy. By construction Z[SP2T] is isomorphic to the kernel of the stabilization map 
(x3(W) + ng( W)). Also note that 
where e3 is a 3-1~11 and F stands for the I--equivariant homotopy equivalence. This leads 
to a diagram of (nonequivariantly) split short exact sequences 
0 -+ %(Mcl, W) -+ 713(W) + 773040) + 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
0 + .rri(M@ W) + 7&W) + 7&&J) + 0. 
Considerations involving the exact homotopy sequence of a triad and the “Whitehead 
product” description of n&4,,; W, e3) by the sharp form of the Blakers-Massey theorem 
(cf. [6. p. 1433) show that the image of n4(M,,, W) in the sequence above is generated by 
(i) all Whitehead products [u, u], with u E 7c2( W) and u E im(n2(de3) + n2( W)), where 
the latter image corresponds to trace elements under an isomorphism x2(W) z Z[lJ, 
(ii) the image of the Hopf map in n3(ae3) -+ 7c3( W). 
Furthermore, the group Lr is given by (i) and has index two in the kernel of 
x3(W) + n,(M,). It follows that Lr has one generator over Z[lJ; since it is free abelian of 
rank iI-1 this means that Lr w Z[r]. 
If A is any Z[T]-module then it follows from Poincartt duality that H3 (M; A) w A/IA, 
where I is the augmentation ideal of Z[r]. Combining this with the preceding observations 
and the exact Bockstein sequence 
. . . -+ H~(M;L~) -+ H~(A.I;z[sP~~]) -+ I-I~(M;K~) 4 0 
one can show the following. 
ASSERTION 1.9. The group H3(M; K,) is torsion free. 
We shall give a detailed verification of this later on in this section. 
Assuming Assertion 1.9 and recalling that H2(M; nz(Mo)) is torsion, we conclude from 
the exact sequence 
... --* H2(M;x3(M,,)) + H’(M;$(M,,)) + H3(M;Kr) 
that Proposition 1.8 holds. Cl 
Proof of Proposition 1.6. In view of Proposition 1.5 and the finiteness of 
H’(M;TT~(M~))(~) and H’(fi;722(fi0))(2J it suffices to show that 
Torsion H3(M; 7r3(Mo))(2j -+ Torsion H3(M;?t3(Mo))c21 
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is an isomorphism. To do this we recall two exact sequences that were used in the proof of 
Proposition 1.8: 
0 --* Kr -+ rc3(MO) -+ rc?(Ma) --) 0 
0 --) Lr -+ Z[SP21-] -+ ICI- + 0. 
Here P z rrl (M); also recall that Lr z Z[lJ. An analogous equence xists with M replaced 
by M and P replaced by its Sylow 2-subgroup. The second exact sequence for M fits into the 
following commutative diagram: 
0 0 0 
1 1 5 
0 -+ Lr + z[sPr] + K~ + 0 
1 1 I 
0 -+ n,Wo, W + 713(W) -+ n,(Mo) + 0 
1 1 -1 
0 + nS,(Mo, w) + 4w) --t n:(Mo) + 0 
1 J 1 
0 0 0 
The long exact cohomology sequence induced by the sequence of coefficients (given by 
the above diagram) leads to a diagram, the relevant part of which is written below: 
0 = H2(M; &MO)) 
1 
H3(M; Z[SPT] + H3(M;Kr) --f 0 
1 1 
H304;n3(W) -+ H3(M;n3Wo)) + 0 
1 1 
H3(M;.:( W)) + H3(M;n:(Mo)) --) 0 
1 1 
0 0 
Both groups H3(M; n:( W)) and H3(M; n:(MO)) are isomorphic to Z2 and H3(M;Kr) is 
torsion free. This implies 
TorsionH3(M;rc3(Mo)) z TorsionH3(M;n~(Mo)) = Zz. 
There is an analogous diagram with M replacing M and with 
Torsion H3 (M; rr3(Mo)) z Torsion H3(M; n$(MO)) = Zz. 
It follows (by naturality) that the projection map MO + MO induces an isomorphism 
between these two copies of Zz. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.6. q 
Finally, we give a proof of assertion 1.9. We shall prove that H3(M: K,) is torsion free, 
where K, is the kernel of the stabilization map from rc3(MO) to II:( 
Recall from the proof of proposition 1.8 that H3(M; K,) m Kr/i*Kr. Write the gener- 
ators of Z[SP2 r] as symbols (x, y) where x,y E r and (x, y) = (y,x). The quotient 
Z[SPzT]/fiZ[SP2r] is free abelian and generated by the equivalence classes of the 
relation x ‘V y o y = x + I, where the class (x, y) is sent to the class of x- ’ y in the quotient. 
Now Kr/Z. Kr is the quotient of this by the image of Lr in Z[SP2 r]/I + Z [SP’F]. Since Lr 
is generated by Cusr (1, a) then Kr/Z. K,- is given by factoring out multiples of a = CaEG 
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class (a). But Z [SP’ r] /I. Z [SP2 I’] is free abelian generated by r/{y = y - ‘}, and hence it 
follows that u can be represented as 
c1 = C 2class(x) + class(l) + class(p) 
,+“,-I 
where p is the unique element of order 2. Thus u is not divisible by any element of Z except 
f 1, and hence Ki-/Z * Kr is torsion free. 
2. PSEUDO-ISOTOPIES AND SURGERY 
The examples of homotopic but not isotopic homeomorphisms in [S] are straightfor- 
ward generalizations of Dehn twists on surfaces and are called rotations around a 2-sphere. 
We shall begin by recalling the definition of such homeomorphisms (in fact, diffeomor- 
phisms). If X is a compact 3-manifold and S c Int X is a smoothly embedded 2-sphere with 
trivial normal bundle, let cp : S2 x [ - 1, l] --) Int X be a closed tubular neighborhood of S. 
Let p: ([0, 1); {0}, (1)) + (SO(3); id,id) b e a smooth representative for the generator of 
al(S0(3);id) x Z2 such that p is constant near both endpoints. Define a diffeomorphism 
h: X + X by h = h(x, t) = (p(t)x, t) for (x, t) E ‘p(S2 x [0, 11) and h(y) = y for all other points 
in X; it is elementary to check that these definitions fit together to yield diffeomorphisms of 
X. The diffeomorphism h is called a rotation around S. A similar definition applies if S is 
a component of 8X; one merely replaces the tubular neighborhood cp with a partial collar 
neighborhood c: S2 x [O,l ] + X. The work of Hendriks (see [ll, Theorem 1, p. 1891) 
shows that h is homotopic (relax) to the identity if X = M0 where M is a metacyclic prism 
manifold. The following result is a refinement of the main theorem stated in the Introduc- 
tion. 
THEOREM 2.1. The homeomorphism h : M,, + M0 given by rotation around the 2-sphere 
aMo is pseudo-isotopic but not isotopic to the identity. 
Proof: Let S1,TOP(M,,aMO) be the structure set S TOp(M0 x I, a(M, x I)). It fits into the 
long exact surgery sequence that was introduced in Section 1 (cf. [3, [4, Theorem 14E.4, 
p. 210)): 
.a. + G(r) ‘, Sl,ToPWo;aMo) -2 [c(M,/aM,); G/TOP] Z L:(r). 
We shall also need the Antonelli-Burghelea-Kahn exact sequence for concordance 
homotopy groups from Section 1 [l, Theorem 3.3.2, p. 151 with M0 replacing fiO, 
+.. --f ~i(TOP;M$% xi(AutM,,)% rrl(Aut;TOP;MO)L 
-+ rr,(TOP; M,) 3 nO(Aut M,). 
Let h and M. be given as in the statement of the theorem. Since h is homotopic to the 
identity by the results of [ll], clearly (j,), [h] = 0 in rrO(Aut M,). Therefore [h] = a,(H) for 
some H E ni(Aut; TOP, M,) by the exactness of the exact sequence from [l]. We now 
consider 4(H) E S1,ToP (MO,aMo). If 4(H) is trivial then so is [h] and we are done with 
showing that h is pseudo-isotopic to the identity. On the other hand, the class H is only well 
defined modulo the image of (ii), and the results of Section 1 yield an element /3 such that 
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rf4(i1)*(jI) # 0, so it is possible for H to be nontrivial even if [h] is trivial. Since 4 is 
a monomorphism, it follows that 4(H) will be nontrivial if H is. Suppose now that 4(H) is 
nontrivial in S LTOP(M0, dM0). 
ASSERTION. The class C&H) cannot comefrom the action of L”,(r) on S1,TOP(MO, 8Mo). 
In other words, if 4(H) = ye(d) for some d in the Wall group then d = 0. 
Proof of the assertion. In the absolute case the action of L”,(T) on S1,rOP(M) is free and 
leads to nontrivial inertial s-cobordisms whose boundaries are two copies of M (see [18]). 
Consider now the commutative diagram 
L”,(l-) L S1,TOP(“O,aMO) 
II -1” 
L”,(T) -2 Sl,TOP&f) 
The map g is essentially given by gluing together MO x I and D3 x I along an orientation- 
preserving self-homeomorphism of S2 x I. There is some potential ambiguity in this defini- 
tion arising from different choices of the self-homeomorphism up to isotopy, but we claim 
that the homeomorphism type of the manifold obtained by gluing does not depend on the 
choice of identification. Since every orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism of S2 is 
isotopic to the identity, the indeterminacy is basically given by self-homeomorphisms of
S2 x [0, l] that are the identity near the boundary. However, the results of [8] imply there 
are only two isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of S2 x I relative to the boundary and 
these correspond to the two elements of rrl(SGJ). Of course homeomorphisms given by the 
latter automatically extend to D3 x I, and therefore standard results on cutting and pasting 
(e.g. [12, Theorem 8.2.3, p. 1851 in the smooth category) show that the manifolds obtained 
from the different choices of identification are homeomorphic. 
Suppose now that 4(H) = ye(d) f or some nontrivial element d E LS,(I’). Then 
g(4(H)) = y(d) # 0, because y is a monomorphism (cf. [lS]; this follows from results on the 
so-called oozing problem). But g(4(H)) is represented by a self-homotopy equivalence of 
MO x I; thus if g(#(H)) = y(d) # 0 and W, + M x I represents y(d) we have W, x M x 1. 
Since the results of [18] imply that W, cannot be a product if d # 0, it follows that g(4(H)) 
cannot be equal to y(d) unless d = 0. Consequently 4(H) itself cannot be equal to ye(d) 
unless d = 0. q 
The preceding assertion implies that H = 0 if and only if q($(H)) = 0 in the normal 
invariant group [X (Mo/8Mo); G/TOP] % Z 0 Z2. Since the infinite cyclic summand is 
detected by the surgery obstruction in L”,(T), the image of q has order two. Furthermore, as 
noted before, the results of Section 1 show that the nontrivial element of order two in 
[Z(M,/~M,);G/TOP] is equal to q4(il)*(/3) f or some B E nl(Aut MO). It follows that 
v+(H - (ii),(B)) = 0. 
But the exact sequence of [l] shows that [h] is also equal to ar(H - (iI), (j?)); therefore, by 
the first sentence in this paragraph it follows that 4(H - (iI)*( = 0. Since 4 is a mono- 
morphism it follows that H - (iI)* = 0 and hence that [h] = cY~(H - (iI),( = 0. 
Therefore h is topologically pseudo-isotopic to the identity as asserted in the statement of 
the theorem. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 we must appeal to the results of Ivanov 
(see [15]) concerning the homotopy type of TOP(M). It was already observed by Friedman 
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and Witt in [S] that Ivanov’s results imply that h is not isotopic (rel a) to the identity. In fact 
the results of [15] cover all metacyclic prism manifolds except those with r x Q(4m) where 
m is odd. However, the case of Q(4m) is covered by the results of McCullough and 
Rubinstein [20], and this suffices to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Proofofthe corollary to the main result. In [8] Hatcher shows that rotation around the 
separating sphere in a connected sum M3#N3 of irreducible manifolds is isotopic to the 
identity if and only if rotation around the boundary sphere is isotopic to the identity (rel a) 
in either M,, or No (cf. [8, Remarks on p. 4301). Therefore if we take the homeomorphism 
fgiven by rotation around the boundary sphere in M0 and the identity on No, it follows 
from the preceding that f is topologically pseudo-isotopic to the identity. On the other 
hand, the results of [5] show that fis not isotopic to the identity. I7 
Remark 2.2. One can in fact show the existence of homotopic but not isotopic homeo- 
morphisms without using [l 11. To see this, consider the following commutative diagram: 
1.. zl(TOP M3) A ~~(8’) 2 n&TOP,,M’) -+ n,(TOP M3) + 0 
Jjl (1) 1’ (2) lb Jjo 
nl(Aut M3) ‘1, q(#) ‘1, nO(AutD M3) --, nO(Aut M3) + 0 
Here TOPD M3 is the space of homeomorphisms of M3 fixing an embedded isk D3 c M’, 
Aut stands for the space of embeddings of D3 in M3, AutD M3 and dare defined analogously 
by replacing homeomorphisms by homotopy equivalences and embedding by continuous 
functions. The exact rows in this diagram come from the homotopy exact sequence of 
a fibration (cf. [5]). Note that nl(&) x Z2 x r [S, p. 373 and ~~(6) z I-. Simple consider- 
ations as in [S, proof of Theorem 2.23 imply that the copy of Z2 in R, (8) never will be in the 
image of iT (the main point is that n1 (TOP M3) z Z by [15, 203). Commutativity of (2) 
implies now that the copy of Z2 x Image f,(Z,) E nO(TOPD M3) goes trivially to 
7r0(AutD M3). This implies the existence of a homeomorphism h: Mi + Mz that is 
homotopic (rel a) to the identity, but not isotopic (rela) to the identity. 
In contrast to [ll], the preceding argument does not identify the exotic homeomor- 
phism as rotation around a 2-sphere parallel to the boundary. However, if one defines 
a self-homeomorphism f of M # M by taking h on one copy of M0 and the identity on the 
other, then argument proving the corollary to the main result (as stated in the Introduction) 
remains valid. 
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